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Cerebellar Contributions to Locomotor Adaptations during
Splitbelt Treadmill Walking
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Locomotor adaptability ranges from the simple and fast-acting to the complex and long-lasting and is a requirement for successful
mobility in an unpredictable environment. Several neural structures, including the spinal cord, brainstem, cerebellum, and motor cortex,
have been implicated in the control of various types of locomotor adaptation. However, it is not known which structures control which
types of adaptation and the specific mechanisms by which the appropriate adjustments are made. Here, we used a splitbelt treadmill to
test cerebellar contributions to two different forms of locomotor adaptation in humans. We found that cerebellar damage does not impair
the ability to make reactive feedback-driven motor adaptations, but significantly disrupts predictive feedforward motor adaptations
during splitbelt treadmill locomotion. Our results speak to two important aspects of locomotor control. First, we have demonstrated that
different levels of locomotor adaptability are clearly dissociable. Second, the cerebellum seems to play an essential role in predictive but
not reactive locomotor adjustments. We postulate that reactive adjustments may instead be predominantly controlled by lower neural
centers, such as the spinal cord or brainstem.
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Introduction
Locomotion is a mechanically complex task, yet animals walk
using different patterns and through varied environments with
astounding ease. In many animals, central pattern generators
(CPGs) afford the spinal cord nearly autonomous control of basic locomotor rhythms [lamprey (Grillner, 1985; Grillner et al.,
1995); frog (Arshavsky et al., 1993; Roberts et al., 1995); turtle
(Lennard and Stein, 1977); cat (Brown, 1911; Grillner and Zangger, 1979; Rossignol et al., 1998)]. In humans and other primates,
the behavioral and neurophysiological evidence for CPGs remains incomplete, although studies of humans with spinal cord
injury (Calancie et al., 1994; Dimitrijevic et al., 1998) and infant
stepping patterns (Yang et al., 1998, 2004) support the existence
of similar circuitry. Nonetheless, it is presumed that in human
locomotion, the cerebellum and other supraspinal structures play
a more critical role, because of the additional demands of bipedal
walking (Grillner and Wallen, 1985; Armstrong, 1986).
The cerebellum has also been theorized to help provide adaptability to motor patterns. One hypothesis is that the cerebellum
functions to process sensory inputs and make immediate alterations of ongoing movement patterns (Allen and Tsukahara,
1974; Shimansky et al., 2004). Thus, the cerebellum could act as a
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real-time sensory processing device (Bower, 1997), modulating
motor responses in a reactive or feedback manner based on sensory perturbations. A different notion is that the cerebellum alters movement patterns in a predictive manner using trial-anderror practice (Thach et al., 1992). This hypothesis is consistent
with several well known features of the cerebellum including its
widespread capacity for plasticity in the cortex and nuclei (Ito,
1989, 2000; Hansel et al., 2001) and the behavioral evidence that
cerebellar damage interferes with many forms of practicedependent motor adjustments (McCormick et al., 1985; Horak
and Diener, 1994; Martin et al., 1996; Lang and Bastian, 1999).
These predictive, or feedforward, adjustments require practice to
obtain and result in storage of the new movement pattern (seen as
negative aftereffects) after return to the original condition
(Weiner et al., 1983; Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Martin et
al., 1996). The reactive or feedback-driven adaptations differ importantly from predictive adaptations in that they occur more
quickly in response to ongoing afferent feedback (i.e., do not
require practice) and are not stored by the nervous system (i.e.,
do not produce aftereffects).
We designed a locomotor task to test whether the cerebellum
is required for reactive feedback motor adaptations versus predictive feedforward motor adaptations. The splitbelt treadmill
provides a unique tool to study this question because healthy
subjects demonstrate reactive adjustments of some walking parameters, such as stride length and time in stance, to accommodate the novel difference in treadmill belt speeds (Dietz et al.,
1994; Reisman et al., 2005), but feedforward adaptation of other
parameters, such as step length, time in double support, and
interlimb phase relationships (Reisman et al., 2005). We could
therefore test whether cerebellar damage in humans interferes
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Table 1. Cerebellar subject characteristics
Subj

Age

Gend

Diagnosis

Time since onset

Belt speeds

ICARS total

Posture and gait

Limb kinetics

CB-1
CB-2
CB-3
CB-4
CB-5
CB-6
CB-7
CB-8
CB-9
Mean:

52
56
31
35
45
48
56
45
49
46.3 ⫾ 8.6 years

F
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F

Idiopathic pancerebellar atrophy
Hereditary pancerebellar atrophy
SCA 8
SCA 6
Idiopathic pancerebellar atrophy
Idiopathic pancerebellar atrophy
Idiopathic pancerebellar atrophy
Static pancerebellar atrophy
Idiopathic pancerebellar atrophy

8.5
11
5
8
25
8
5
33
14
13.0 ⫾ 9.7 years

0.5,1.0
0.4,0.8
0.5,1.0
0.5,1.0
0.5,1.0
0.5,1.0
0.4,0.8
0.5,1.0
0.4,0.8

30
33
35
40
40
41
42
45
56

11
12
12
11
13
14
14
15
24

10
15
15
23
22
19
24
23
24

Subj, Subject number; Gend, gender; F, female; M, male; SCA 6, spinocerebellar ataxia type 6; SCA 8, spinocerebellar ataxia type 8. Belt speeds are given in meters per second for the slow and fast conditions, respectively. Columns for posture
and gait and limb kinetics refer to the two subscores of the ICARS. Means are given ⫾1 SD.

with the production of feedback and/or feedforward adjustments
within the same task. Preliminary findings have been published
previously in abstract form (Morton and Bastian, 2004).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Seventeen individuals with cerebellar damage (7 females and 10
males) and 17 age- and gender-matched healthy control subjects were
recruited to participate in the study. All subjects gave their informed
consent before participating and a human studies committee approved
the study. Cerebellar damage was confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging or computed tomography scan and all cerebellar subjects underwent a thorough motor neurological examination before testing. Subjects with radiological evidence of damage beyond the region of the
cerebellum and/or clinical evidence of involvement of other brain structures (e.g., motor weakness, somatosensory loss, hyperreflexia, bradykinesia, rigidity) were excluded from the study. Part of the clinical examination included rating the severity of ataxia using the International
Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale [ICARS (Trouillas et al., 1997)]. The
ICARS is an ordinal-scale clinical measure that rates ataxia in four movement categories: posture and gait, limb kinetics, speech, and oculomotor.
To ensure that our sample of cerebellar subjects did in fact have significant gait ataxia, our inclusion criteria required a score of 30 or higher on
the total ICARS and 10 or higher on the posture and gait ICARS subscore.
Of the 17 subjects initially recruited, nine met these criteria. Data from
these nine individuals [five females, four males; average age, 46.3 ⫾ 8.6
(mean in years ⫾ 1 SD); median total ICARS score, 40 (range, 30 –56);
median posture and gait ICARS subscore, 13 (range, 11–24); average
time since onset, 13.0 years ⫾ 9.7] and their matched controls (five
females, four males; average age, 46.3 years ⫾ 6.6) are reported here.
Table 1 provides information about the cerebellar group. All of the
subjects had diffuse cerebellar damage caused by a degenerative disease,
so we were unable to isolate the lesion to a particular cerebellar lobule,
nucleus, or longitudinal zone. Thus, we could not directly test for the
specificity of any results we might find to a particular region of the
cerebellum. However, we did test whether the clinical presentation of
limb ataxia versus gait ataxia affected adaptability by studying five additional cerebellar subjects. These individuals did not meet eligibility criteria and therefore were not included in the main study (total ICARS
scores were ⬍30 and/or posture and gait ICARS subscores were ⬍10).
Three of these individuals matched three subjects in the main cerebellar
group with respect to their limb kinetics ICARS subscores (which reflects
ataxia of voluntary isolated limb movements), but had much better posture and gait performance. The remaining two were similar to the three
subjects in the main cerebellar group with regard to their posture and gait
ICARS subscores, but had better voluntary limb movement control. This
provided a way to compare performance between cerebellar subjects with
different levels of limb or postural and gait ataxia. It is known that people
with lateral cerebellar damage tend to have prominent limb ataxia with
little impairment of balance and gait, whereas people with medial cerebellar damage have more profound deficits of balance and gait with fewer
deficits of limb movements (Dichgans and Diener, 1985). We have used
this type of behavioral categorization previously to infer involvement of

different cerebellar regions in the control of walking (Morton and Bastian, 2003).
Paradigm. The paradigm consisted of walking on a custom-built
treadmill (Woodway USA, Waukesha, WI) that has two belts, each with
its own motor, so that the speed of each belt (i.e., each leg) can be controlled independently. During different testing periods, subjects walked
on the treadmill with the two belts either moving at the same speed
(“tied” configuration) or different speeds (“splitbelt” configuration).
During the tied configuration, treadmill belt speeds were either “slow”
(0.5 m/s) or “fast” (1.0 m/s). In the splitbelt configuration, one treadmill
belt was set at the slow speed whereas the other was set at the fast speed.
Three cerebellar subjects were unable to sustain walking at the 1.0 m/s
speed. For these subjects (and their matched healthy controls), treadmill
belt speeds were reduced to 0.4 m/s and 0.8 m/s so that the splitbelt
configuration always involved a 2–1 ratio of fast to slow belt speeds.
Subjects participated in three testing periods. In the “baseline period,”
the belts were kept tied and moved first at the slow speed, then at the fast
speed, and then again at the slow speed. In the “adaptation period,” the
treadmill was switched to the splitbelt configuration (one belt fast, the
other belt slow). In the “postadaptation period,” the belts were returned
to the tied slow configuration. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the
experimental paradigm. Before data collection, subjects walked on the
treadmill (in the tied condition) briefly at various speeds, including the
slow and fast speeds at which they would be subsequently tested. They
were not given any practice in the splitbelt configuration, although they
were told that the two belts would move at two different speeds at some
point during the testing. For safety, all subjects held onto a front handrail
and also wore a safety harness around the upper chest while walking on
the treadmill. The harness was mounted to the ceiling and prevented falls
but did not support body weight. The harness did not interfere with
subjects’ walking. Cerebellar subjects were tested with their more impaired leg on the faster moving belt during the splitbelt configuration.
Matched control subjects were tested on the corresponding leg, accounting for leg preference. Leg preference was determined by which leg the
subjects preferred to use to kick a ball.
An examiner controlled the treadmill from a remote computer and
collected data continuously throughout all testing periods. The durations
of each testing period were as follows: baseline, 3– 4 min (tied slow), 8 –10
min (tied fast), 4 –5 min (tied slow); adaptation, 10 min; and postadaptation, 4 –5 min (Fig. 1a). Before the start of each period, subjects were
told that the treadmill was about to start, but they were not told the speed
or the belt coupling condition. Subjects were instructed to look straight
ahead and refrain from looking down at the belts while walking so that
they could not use visual information to determine belt speeds. An examiner stood by to monitor compliance with this instruction. After the
first three or four strides of each period, subjects were asked whether they
felt the two belts were moving at the same speed or two different speeds.
If they thought the belts were moving at different speeds, they were asked
to indicate which belt (right or left) was moving faster. At the end of each
period, the treadmill was stopped and subjects were given a standing rest
break of ⬃2–3 min. Treadmill acceleration and deceleration were always
0.3 m/s 2.
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Figure 1. A, Time course for the experimental paradigm showing baseline, adaptation, and
postadaptation periods and tied and splitbelt conditions. B, Illustration of the method to calculate step and stride lengths. IC, Initial contact. The schematic depicts overground walking with
a forward progression, but recall that during treadmill locomotion there is no real forward
progression. Therefore, stride length could not be calculated as the distance the ankle traveled
between subsequent initial contacts on a limb. Rather, we measured stride length as the distance the ankle traveled between initial contact and lift-off on a limb (for details, see Materials
and Methods). C, Illustration of the method to calculate limb angles.

Data collection. Joint positions were recorded in three dimensions using the Optotrak System (Northern Digital, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada).
Two Optotrak sensors were placed on opposite sides of the treadmill so
that recordings could be made simultaneously from both sides of the
body. Six infrared light-emitting diodes marked the positions of the hips
(greater trochanter), ankles (lateral malleolus), and feet (head of fifth
metatarsal). We defined the coordinates of our laboratory space such that
anterior–posterior movements were in the x direction, vertical movements in the y direction, and medial–lateral movements in the z direction. Position data were collected at 100 Hz. Eight footswitches (Motion
Lab Systems, Baton Rouge, LA) were placed on the toes and heels of
subjects’ shoes to record the times of initial contact and lift off of each
foot from the ground. Footswitch and treadmill velocity data were collected at 1000 Hz and time-synchronized with the position data.
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Data analysis. Joint position data were low-pass filtered at 8 Hz. Optotrak software was used to calculate joint positions and angles. Custom
software written in Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) was used for
all subsequent analyses. Based on our previous work in healthy controls,
we measured walking parameters that were expected to change quickly
using reactive feedback-driven corrections and other parameters that
were expected to change more gradually using predictive feedforward
mechanisms (Reisman et al., 2005). The feedback parameters were stride
length and the percentage time in stance phase. The feedforward parameters were step length and the percentage time in double limb support
(Fig. 1b). These variables were specifically selected for analysis so we
could compare analogous spatial (stride vs step lengths) and temporal
(percentage times in stance vs double limb support) measures. We also
calculated a third feedforward parameter, limb angle phasing, to quantify
the phase relationship between the two limbs. The parameters were calculated as follows. Stride length was determined by the x distance traveled
by one of the ankle markers from the time of initial contact to the time of
lift off on one limb. The percentage time in stance phase was calculated as
the time from initial contact to lift off on one limb, expressed as a percentage of the total stride time (the time from initial contact to next initial
contact) for that limb. Step length was calculated as the difference between the x distances of the leading and trail limb ankle markers at the
time of initial contact on the leading limb. The percentage time in double
limb support was calculated as the time from initial contact on one limb
to lift-off on the other limb, expressed as a percentage of the total stride
time of the lift-off limb. All of these measures were calculated for both
limbs. To calculate limb angle phasing, we first measured limb angle as
the angle between a vector connecting the hip and metatarsal markers in
the x–y plane and a vertical line bisecting the hip marker (Fig. 1c). Phasing between the legs was calculated as the lag time (expressed as a percentage of stride time) at the peak of the cross-correlation function calculated between the two limb angles over the course of three consecutive
stride cycles.
For each subject, walking parameters were averaged over the first and
last five strides of each testing period to evaluate performance during the
early and late portions, respectively, of each period. These values were
then averaged for all subjects in each group. Thus, we compared walking
parameters across late baseline, early and late adaptation, and early and
late postadaptation periods. Statistical comparisons were completed using Matlab and Statistica (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK) software. For all walking
parameters except limb angle cross-correlations, we used factorial
ANOVA with repeated measures on one factor. The between-subjects
factor was group (control and cerebellar) and the within-subjects (repeated measure) factor was testing period (late baseline, early and late
adaptation, and early and late postadaptation). When the ANOVA
yielded significant results, post hoc analyses were completed using
Tukey’s honest significant different test. For the limb angle phasing values, we calculated the mean vector and the angular deviation (the circular
equivalents for mean and SD) and used the Watson’s U 2 statistic to test
for differences across testing periods (Batschelet, 1981). The level of statistical significance for all measures was set at p ⬍ 0.05.

Results
For all results, we refer to the legs on the slower and faster moving
belts during the splitbelt condition as the “slow” and “fast” legs,
respectively (although during the baseline and postadaptation
periods both legs are moving at the slow speed). Overall, performance by the control group was similar to that described previously (Reisman et al., 2005). Although all cerebellar subjects were
able to maintain walking during each treadmill period, the group
as a whole showed clearly contrasting levels of performance depending on the specific walking parameter assessed.
Reactive feedback locomotor adaptations
Figure 2 illustrates the walking parameters we expected to change
quickly in a step-like function, stride length, and stance time.
Stride length measures are shown on a stride-by-stride basis for a
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typical control subject and a cerebellar
subject in Figure 2a. The control (top) and
cerebellar subjects showed similar consistency and symmetry in stride lengths during the baseline period, although the cerebellar subject took shorter strides than the
control during both the fast and slow
speeds. During early adaptation, both subjects made rapid (within a few strides) reactive adjustments in stride lengths on the
fast and slow legs, such that stride lengths
increased substantially on the fast leg and
decreased slightly on the slow leg. These
alterations of stride lengths were maintained in both legs throughout adaptation.
In postadaptation, both the control and
cerebellar subjects again made quick feedback adaptations of stride length on the
fast and slow legs, back to near-baseline
levels. Figure 2b shows stance times for
two different control and cerebellar subjects. Results were similar, however, in
that both subjects produced rapid reactive
adaptations of the percentage time in
stance during adaptation and postadaptation periods. During adaptation, the fast
leg quickly decreased its stance time and
the slow leg quickly (although slightly) increased its stance time; during postadaptation, the stance times of both legs rapidly
returned to baseline levels. The cerebellar
Figure 2. Reactive feedback adaptations. A, B, Stride length (A) and stance time (B) values for the slow and fast legs for
subject showed more stride-to-stride varisequential strides on the treadmill from a typical control (top row) and cerebellar (bottom row) subject across all testing periods.
ability, but was still clearly able to generate The first 50 strides are plotted for each component of the baseline period and for the postadaptation period; the first 75 strides are
the proper corrective response as quickly plotted for the adaptation period. C, D, Average stride length (C) and stance time (D) values on the slow and fast legs for control and
and to the same magnitude as the control cerebellar groups. Each data point represents values averaged over the early or late portions of each testing period. Error bars
subject.
indicate ⫾1 SE. Asterisks indicate a significance level of p ⬍ 0.05 for the post hoc analysis; ns, not significant.
Figure 2, c and d, shows the group data,
averaged over all subjects in the control
adaptation period (late baseline vs early adaptation, post hoc, all p
(squares) and cerebellar (triangles) groups. Stride lengths are
values ⬍0.01) and an immediate correction of these changes back
shown in Figure 2c, and stance times in Figure 2d. The statistical
to baseline levels in early postadaptation (early postadaptation vs
analyses revealed main effects of the testing period (all p vallate baseline, post hoc, all p values ⬎0.05). Thus, during splitbelt
ues ⬍0.001). Importantly, however, there were neither any main
treadmill locomotion, subjects with cerebellar damage were able
effects of group nor any group by testing period interaction efto make rapid feedback-driven adaptations of their walking patfects (all p values ⬎0.05). So there were no differences between
terns that were appropriate and comparable with control subject
control and cerebellar groups for the reactive feedback adaptaperformance.
tion of either of these walking parameters. For stride length (Fig.
2c), there was a significant increase on the fast leg (control group:
Predictive feedforward locomotor adaptations
from 0.42 ⫾ 0.07 m, mean stride length ⫾ 1 SD, to 0.61 ⫾ 0.13 m;
Figure 3 shows the walking parameters we expected to change
cerebellar group: from 0.44 ⫾ 0.06 m to 0.60 ⫾ 0.07 m) and a
more slowly over the course of adaptation, step length and double
significant decrease on the slow leg (control group: from 0.42 ⫾
support time. Figure 3a shows step-length values on a stride-by0.07 m to 0.38 ⫾ 0.09 m; cerebellar group: from 0.44 ⫾ 0.05 m to
stride basis for the same control and cerebellar subjects shown in
0.36 ⫾ 0.06 m) that was maintained throughout adaptation (late
Figure 2a (for stride length, the analogous spatial variable). Step
baseline vs early adaptation, post hoc, all p values ⬍0.01). These
lengths are plotted as the difference between the fast and slow legs
adjustments were corrected immediately in postadaptation to
(fast leg step length minus slow leg step length). In the baseline
near-baseline levels (late adaptation vs early postadaptation, post
period, performance was characterized by step length differences
hoc, all p values ⬍0.001; early postadaptation vs late baseline, post
at or near zero, indicating symmetry between the right and left
hoc, all p values ⬎0.05). For stance times (Fig. 2d), the result was
legs regardless of treadmill speed. During adaptation, both subessentially the same. Stance time was increased on the slow leg
jects initially showed a great degree of asymmetry. Specifically,
(control group: from 66.4 ⫾ 3.1%, mean stance time ⫾ 1 SD, to
both took relatively longer steps on the slow leg and relatively
68.8 ⫾ 1.9%; cerebellar group: from 67.6 ⫾ 3.2% to 69.2 ⫾ 4.6%)
shorter steps on the fast leg. However, the control subject graduand decreased on the fast leg (control group: from 67.0 ⫾ 2.9%,
ally corrected the asymmetry so that by the end of the adaptation,
mean stance time ⫾ 1 SD, to 59.8 ⫾ 2.6%; cerebellar group: from
the fast and slow legs moved similar distances once again. In
67.3 ⫾ 1.9% to 60.5 ⫾ 1.3%) within the first five strides of the
contrast, the cerebellar subject showed only minimal improve-
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tation and also failed to show a negative
aftereffect in early postadaptation.
Group data for these walking parameters are provided in Figure 3, c and d. Step
length differences are shown in Figure 3c
and double support time differences in
Figure 3d. For both parameters, the statistical analysis revealed significant group by
testing period interaction effects (all p values ⬍0.05), indicating that control and
cerebellar groups showed different levels
of performance over the different testing
periods. For step length (Fig. 3c), the initial asymmetries during early adaptation
were of a similar magnitude in both
groups (control: ⫺0.11 ⫾ 0.04 m, mean
difference in step lengths ⫾ 1 SD; cerebellar: ⫺0.17 ⫾ 0.06 m, post hoc, p ⬎ 0.05).
Yet only the control group was able to correct the asymmetry over the course of adaptation (late adaptation, mean ⫺0.01 ⫾
0.05 m, early vs late adaptation, post hoc,
p ⬍ 0.01; late baseline vs late adaptation,
post hoc, p ⬎ 0.05). The cerebellar group
showed no significant improvement in
step-length differences over the course of
adaptation and therefore did not approach baseline levels by the end of adaptation (late adaptation, mean ⫺0.17 ⫾
Figure 3. Predictive feedforward adaptations. A, B, Step length (A) and double support time (B) values for sequential strides on 0.11 m; early vs late adaptation, post hoc,
the treadmill from a typical control (top row) and cerebellar (bottom row) subject across all testing periods. The control and p ⬎ 0.05; late baseline vs late adaptation,
cerebellar subjects in A are the same subjects as shown in Figure 2 A; the control and cerebellar subjects in B are the same subjects post hoc, p ⬍ 0.001). In postadaptation, the
as shown in Figure 2 B. The first 50 strides are plotted for each component of the baseline period and for the postadaptation period;
control group showed a significant negathe first 75 strides are plotted for the adaptation period. Circles indicate the difference between the legs (fast leg minus slow leg)
in step length and double support time values. C, D, Average step length (C) and double support time (D) differences for control tive aftereffect in step length differences
and cerebellar groups. Each data point represents values averaged over the early or late portions of each testing period. Error bars (early postadaptation, mean 0.09 ⫾ 0.08
m; late baseline vs early postadaptation,
indicate ⫾1 SE. Asterisks indicate a significance level of p ⬍ 0.05 for the post hoc analysis; ns, not significant.
post hoc, p ⬍ 0.05), which is indicative of
storage of a predictive motor adaptation
ment of the asymmetry over the course of adaptation. With the
(Weiner et al., 1983; Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). In conreturn to tied belts in postadaptation, the control initially showed
trast, the cerebellar group did not show a negative aftereffect in
the reverse asymmetry (negative aftereffect). That is, the subject
step-length differences (early postadaptation, mean 0.04 ⫾ 0.05
took a relatively shorter step on the slow leg and a relatively longer
m; late baseline vs early postadaptation, post hoc, p ⬎ 0.05). The
step on the fast leg. After several strides, the subject gradually
results were very similar for the double support time measures
corrected step lengths on both legs and returned to a symmetric
(Fig. 3d). Both groups showed similar initial asymmetries during
step pattern. The cerebellar subject, however, showed only a
early adaptation (control: ⫺7.4 ⫾ 5.6%, mean difference in dousmall negative aftereffect that did not return to symmetry. Figure
ble support times ⫾ 1 SD; cerebellar: ⫺10.6 ⫾ 5.0%, post hoc, p ⬎
3b shows double support times on a stride-by-stride basis for the
0.05). The control group corrected the asymmetry over the
same control and cerebellar subjects shown in Figure 2b (for
course of adaptation (late adaptation, mean 1.3 ⫾ 3.1%; early vs
stance time, the analogous temporal variable). The plots show
late adaptation, post hoc, p ⬍ 0.001; late baseline vs late adaptadifferences in double support times: fast leg double support mition, post hoc, p ⬎ 0.05) and subsequently demonstrated a signifnus slow leg double support. As with step lengths, both the conicant negative aftereffect in early postadaptation (early postadaptrol and cerebellar subject had double support time differences
tation, mean 5.8 ⫾ 4.7%; late baseline vs early postadaptation,
near zero during the baseline period, indicating the expected
post hoc, p ⬍ 0.05). In contrast, the cerebellar group showed only
symmetry. In early adaptation, both subjects initially showed a
a moderate improvement in the double support asymmetry dursubstantial asymmetry; specifically, a relatively longer double
ing adaptation and did not ever reach near-baseline (late adaptasupport time on the slow leg and a relatively faster double support
tion, mean ⫺6.4 ⫾ 4.4%; early vs late adaptation, post hoc, p ⬍
time on the fast leg. The control subject gradually corrected the
0.05; late baseline vs late adaptation, post hoc, p ⬍ 0.01). In posasymmetry so that by the end of adaptation the fast and slow legs
tadaptation, the cerebellar group showed a reduced (although
spent nearly equal amounts of time in double support, and then
significant) negative aftereffect (early postadaptation, mean 4.0 ⫾
in postadaptation demonstrated the expected reverse asymmetry
5.9%; late baseline vs early postadaptation, post hoc, p ⬍ 0.05). In
(negative aftereffect), which was also gradually corrected. In consummary, the cerebellar group showed a reduction (double suptrast, the cerebellar subject did not show the gradual improveport) or complete inability (step length) to adjust both types of
ment in double support time symmetry over the course of adappredictive feedforward adapting walking parameters. The ac-
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companying supplementary videos (supplemental movies 1, 2,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) compare the changes in these practice-dependent motor behaviors
across the different testing periods for a control and a cerebellar
subject.
In addition to these motor aftereffects, all control subjects
always misperceived the belt speeds in the postadaptation period,
judging the leg that had been on the slow belt during adaptation
to be moving faster during early postadaptation, although the
belts were moving at the same speed. Only two of nine cerebellar
subjects showed this perceptual aftereffect. This appeared to be
related to their deficient motor adaptation and not a general
perceptual deficit because all subjects could correctly detect the
speed difference between the two treadmill belts during the early
splitbelt (i.e., adaptation) period of the experiment.
Interlimb phasing
Previously, we showed in healthy controls that a simple phase
shift between limb motions is enough to produce the asymmetries of step length and double support times observed during
early adaptation. The leg on the fast belt is initially pulled backward faster than expected, introducing a phase advancement of
the fast leg position relative to the slow leg (Reisman et al., 2005).
Correction of the phase shift back to an approximate 0.5 interlimb coordination pattern (i.e., legs 180° out of phase with one
another) returns the step length and double support times back
to symmetric patterns. We therefore wanted to examine the
phase relationship between the legs in these subjects. Figure 4
illustrates the interlimb phase relationship of limb kinematics.
Limb angles on the fast and slow legs are shown in Figure 4a
during the early adaptation, late adaptation, and early postadaptation periods for a control and a cerebellar subject. Fast (solid)
and slow (dashed) leg limb angles are overlaid and plotted for two
successive strides in each period. The light gray bars denote the
times from peak limb flexion on the fast leg to peak limb extension on the slow leg; dark gray bars indicate the times from peak
limb flexion on the slow leg to peak limb extension on the fast leg.
When the interlimb phase is 0.5, the widths of all the bars are
equal. In early adaptation, the splitbelt configuration produced a
phase shift whereby the fast leg was phase advanced relative to the
slow leg. This lengthened the time from fast leg peak flexion to
slow leg peak extension (light gray bars) and shortened the time
from slow leg peak flexion to fast leg peak extension (dark gray
bars), as seen in the uppermost traces for the control and cerebellar subjects. By late adaptation, the control subject was able to
adapt interlimb parameters and return the interlimb phasing to
nearly 0.5 (as seen by the relatively equal widths of all the bars),
but the cerebellar subject was not (light gray bars remain wider
than darker bars). Similarly, the control subject appeared to store
4

Figure 4. Limb angle interlimb phase. A, Limb angles on the slow (dashed line) and fast
(solid line) legs plotted over two successive strides from a typical control (top three pairs of
traces) and cerebellar (bottom three pairs of traces) subject. Pairs of strides are from the early
adaptation period (top), the late adaptation period (middle), and the early postadaptation
period (bottom). Stride times are normalized to percentage of stride for ease of viewing. All
strides are aligned on the first initial contact (IC) on the slow leg (arrows indicate the times of
slow leg contact). Light gray bars show the duration from peak limb flexion on the fast leg to
peak limb extension on the slow leg; dark gray bars show the duration from peak limb flexion on
the slow leg to peak limb extension on the fast leg. During symmetric walking, these two
durations are equal; we show them here to illustrate the clear temporal shift in limb angles that

occurs during the early adaptation and early postadaptation periods. These phase shifts are
quantified over the duration of the limb angle cycle in the cross-correlation measures. B, Limb
angle interlimb phasing values for sequential strides on the treadmill from the same control
(top) and cerebellar (bottom) subject shown in A. The first 50 strides are plotted for each
component of the baseline period and for the postadaptation period; the first 75 strides are
plotted for the adaptation period. Circles indicate the lag time at the peak in the crosscorrelation function between the two limb angles; a lag time of 0.50 indicates the ideal interlimb phase relationship of 180° out of phase. C, Average limb angle interlimb phasing values for
the control and cerebellar groups. Each data point represents the lag time at the peak in the
cross-correlation function between the two limb angles, averaged over the early or late portions
of each testing period. Error bars indicate ⫾1 SE. Asterisks indicate a significance level of p ⬍
0.05 for the post hoc analysis; ns, not significant.
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the adaptation, demonstrating a negative aftereffect in the early
postadaptation period. The cerebellar subject did not show a negative aftereffect, but instead persisted in the asymmetric pattern
induced by the splitbelt treadmill well into early postadaptation.
We quantified the interlimb phase relationship using crosscorrelation functions. Figure 4b depicts the lag time at the peak in
the cross-correlation function calculated between the two limb
angles (fast to slow) for the same control and cerebellar subjects
shown in Figure 4a. Throughout the baseline period, the limb
angle interlimb phasing values for both subjects were near 0.5,
indicating that the two legs remained 180° out of phase with one
another at all times, regardless of treadmill speed. In early adaptation, both subjects initially showed a phase shift of ⬃10% (from
0.50 to ⬃0.55) as described above, reflecting the phase advancement of the fast leg. The control subject gradually corrected the
phase shift over the course of adaptation and showed a negative
aftereffect in postadaptation, which was also gradually corrected.
However, the cerebellar subject did not show any correction of
the phase advancement over the course of adaptation and also
showed only a minimal negative aftereffect after return to the tied
belt configuration in early postadaptation.
Group results for the limb angle interlimb phasing values are
provided in Figure 4c. The statistical analyses revealed a significant group by testing period interaction effect ( p ⬍ 0.05). In early
adaptation, both groups showed the expected phase shift in limb
angles (control: 0.53 ⫾ 0.02, mean lag times ⫾ 1 SD; cerebellar:
0.55 ⫾ 0.03, post hoc, p ⬎ 0.05), yet only the control group was
able to correct the phase shift over the course of adaptation (late
adaptation, mean 0.49 ⫾ 0.02; early vs late adaptation, post hoc,
p ⬍ 0.001; late baseline vs late adaptation, post hoc, p ⬎ 0.05).
Controls also demonstrated a significant negative aftereffect
(early postadaptation, mean 0.45 ⫾ 0.03; late baseline vs early
postadaptation, p ⬍ 0.05). The cerebellar group did not return to
near-baseline levels by the end of adaptation (late adaptation,
mean 0.53 ⫾ 0.03, late baseline vs late adaptation, post hoc, p ⬍
0.05), and although they were able to produce a small negative
aftereffect (early postadaptation, mean 0.46 ⫾ 0.03; late baseline
vs early postadaptation, p ⬍ 0.05), it was significantly smaller
than the controls (control vs cerebellar, post hoc, p ⬍ 0.05).
Relationship between forms of ataxia and predictive
adaptive capabilities
Figure 5a shows, for the cerebellar group, that posture and gait
ICARS subscores negatively correlated with the magnitude of the
aftereffects of the predictive adaptation (r ⫽ ⫺0.58; p ⬍ 0.05). In
other words, subjects with lower (more normal) gait ataxia ratings had higher (better) aftereffects in the step-length difference
measure. In contrast, limb kinetics ICARS subscores did not predict step-length aftereffects (r ⫽ ⫺0.42; p ⬎ 0.05). We also compared performance between three subgroups of cerebellar subjects. Subgroup 1 consisted of three subjects who were
participants in the main experiment (cerebellar subjects CB-1, -2,
and -3). Subgroups 2 and 3 consisted of five subjects (two in
subgroup 2 and three in subgroup 3) who were not eligible for the
main experiment but who had uniquely disparate levels of gait
versus limb ataxia. Subjects in subgroup 2 had deficits of posture
and gait (i.e., posture and gait ICARS subscores were relatively
high) with minimal deficits of voluntary limb movements (i.e.,
limb kinetics ICARS subscores were relatively low). Subjects in
subgroup 3 had deficits of voluntary limb movements with minimal deficits of posture and gait (Fig. 5b). Subgroup 3, but not
subgroups 1 or 2, adapted step lengths fully, as shown by their
decreased residual error at the end of the adaptation period (Fig.
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Figure 5. A, Scatter plot showing the relationship between the posture and gait ICARS
subscore and the capability for predictive adaptability (as measured by the magnitude of the
negative aftereffect in the step length difference measure) for all subjects in the cerebellar
group plus the five additional cerebellar subjects recruited for this analysis. The diagonal line
indicates the fit derived from the correlation equation. B, Posture and gait (left bar in each of the
three pairs) and limb kinetics (right bar) ICARS subscores for three subgroups of cerebellar
subjects. Subscore values are expressed in percentages, or the raw score for each category
divided by the maximum possible score for that category, multiplied by 100. Light gray bars
indicate average data from cerebellar subgroup 1 (subjects CB-1, -2, and -3), who had evidence
of ataxia of both gait and posture and voluntary limb movements. Open bars depict average
data from cerebellar subgroup 2, two new cerebellar subjects who were not part of the main
study because their total ICARS scores were not high (severe) enough to meet the inclusion
criteria. These subjects had clinical evidence of gait ataxia with only minimal evidence of limb
ataxia. Dark gray bars show average data from cerebellar subgroup 3, three other new cerebellar subjects who were also not part of the main study because they did not meet inclusion
criteria for total ICARS scores. They had clinical evidence of limb ataxia with only minimal gait
and posture deficits. C, D, Average predictive adaptation performance for the same three subgroups of cerebellar subjects. Large circles represent average performance by each subgroup
(light gray, subgroup 1; open, subgroup 2; dark gray, subgroup 3). Individual subjects are
indicated with the smaller symbols: triangle, CB-3; circle, CB-1; square, CB-2; hexagon, a 62year-old male with a total ICARS score of 12; x, a 70-year-old male with a total ICARS score of 22;
diamond, a 20-year-old male with a total ICARS score of 24; inverted triangle, a 40-year-old
female with a total ICARS score of 17; cross, a 30-year-old female with a total ICARS score of 23.
C, Average step length residual errors for the cerebellar subgroups. Residual errors were calculated as the difference in step-length difference values from the late baseline to the late adaptation periods. A score of zero indicates full predictive adaptability (a return to baseline levels);
positive values indicate a failure to return to baseline, or poor predictive adaptability; negative
values indicate late adaptation values that exceeded baseline levels. D, Average step length
negative aftereffects for the cerebellar subgroups. Negative aftereffects were taken from the
early postadaptation period. Error bars indicate ⫾1 SE.
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5c). Similarly, subgroup 3 also showed greater aftereffects than
subgroups 1 or 2 (Fig. 5d). Although the number of subjects in
each subgroup was small, the results suggest that cerebellar deficits of posture and gait, but not limb ataxia, are associated with
poorer predictive adaptability during splitbelt treadmill
locomotion.

Discussion
We demonstrated that cerebellar damage does not impair the
ability to make reactive feedback-driven adaptations, but significantly disrupts predictive feedforward motor adaptations during
splitbelt treadmill locomotion. Our results reveal an important
distinction between different components of adaptability and
their neural bases. Namely, predictive practice-dependent motor
adaptations of human locomotion appear to be dependent on
cerebellar integrity, whereas reactive adaptations during the same
locomotor task are not. Recently, Smith et al. (Smith et al., 2000;
Smith and Shadmehr, 2005) showed that during reaching in a
novel force-field environment, cerebellar damage impairs the
ability to make predictive corrective movements using information gained from previous trials, but does not interfere with the
ability to make feedback-driven corrections during ongoing
movements. Similar results have also been reported for grasping,
with cerebellar subjects showing impairments in predictive finger
forces to resist a self-generated perturbation, but more normal
reactive finger forces to an external perturbation (Nowak et al.,
2004). These findings and ours are similar and, together, suggest
that (1) the cerebellum plays the same fundamental role in adjusting voluntary arm and hand movements as it does in adjusting less consciously controlled locomotor movements, and (2)
that role involves using error feedback information to update
motor commands for the generation of subsequent movements.
One caveat to remember with lesion studies is that they only
provide information about what the nervous system cannot do
without a given structure, and do not directly point to the role of
the structure in the context of a normal brain. If there is a clear
deficit in behavior, it suggests that the lesioned structure is required for that behavior. This seems to be the case for our predictive adaptation. However, if there is no deficit in behavior, it is
not clear whether another part of the brain has compensated for
the lesion, or whether that structure was unimportant for the
behavior to begin with. We can conclude that the cerebellum is
not needed for reactive locomotor adaptations, but we cannot say
whether or not, in the intact state, the cerebellum is involved in
these sorts of adaptations. Electrophysiological studies may better determine the role of the cerebellum in these types of locomotor adaptations.
Levels of locomotor adaptability
Successful locomotion in the environment requires the capability
to make relatively fast-acting adjustments, such as a quick postural response to an unexpected movement of the support surface
(e.g., stepping onto loose gravel), as well as more gradually
emerging adjustments that require a period of exposure to or
practice in the novel condition. The current findings support the
idea that these different levels of locomotor adaptability might
have separate neural substrates. Other recent studies have also
focused on identification of these different types of locomotor
adaptation. One recent study reported on human walking patterns when one leg was placed in a robotic gait orthosis that
applied a viscous resistance to the leg (Lam et al., 2006). Subjects
showed two adaptation patterns: first, a feedback adaptation
where muscle activity was immediately increased during swing
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phase and immediately reduced again during catch (i.e., no resistance applied) trials, and second, a feedforward adaptation where
muscle activation changes occurred before the perturbation
(during the preswing period), appeared only after a bout of practice wearing the orthosis, and persisted during the catch trials
(Lam et al., 2006). Pearson (2000) has also described these different levels as short- and long-term adaptations, respectively.
Reactive feedback adaptations do not require
cerebellar control
The present findings seem to indicate that feedback-driven locomotor adaptations are not dependent on the cerebellum. The
rapid reactive adjustments of stride length and stance and swing
times were not impaired in subjects who had significant cerebellar damage. This is in agreement with another human locomotor
study where subjects with cerebellar damage rapidly changed locomotor patterns to walk up an incline (Earhart and Bastian,
2001). Spinal structures may play an important role in these sorts
of reactive locomotor adaptations. In cats and lower vertebrates,
spinal CPGs are sufficient to produce the basic quadruped locomotor pattern (Grillner and Zangger, 1979; Rossignol et al.,
1999) and, by definition, control movement without supraspinal
influences or afferent feedback. When sensory information is
available, spinal structures alone also provide some degree of
flexibility to the basic locomotor pattern (Forssberg et al., 1975,
Pearson, 1995). For example, position and load information
from the ankle and especially the hip joint strongly influences the
timing of the stance-to-swing transition (Grillner and Rossignol,
1978; Duysens and Pearson, 1980).
Splitbelt treadmill locomotion has been tested in decerebrate
(Kulagin and Shik, 1970) and in spinalized (Forssberg et al.,
1980) cats. One hindlimb is made to go faster than the others, and
the animals immediately compensate by prolonging stance and
shortening swing on the “slow” hindlimb, and vice versa on the
“fast” hindlimb, just as we see in bipedal walking (Kulagin and
Shik, 1970; Forssberg et al., 1980). This suggests that spinal circuits are capable of using sensorimotor information from one
limb to alter the motor output of all limbs. Similar findings have
been reported during supported stepping in human infants,
whose descending pathways are still mostly unmyelinated
(Thelen et al., 1987; Pang and Yang, 2000; Yang et al., 2004).
Thus, both quadrupeds and human infants can make reactive
feedback adaptations of stance and swing times to maintain a
reciprocal leg movement pattern during splitbelt treadmill locomotion, relying predominantly (infant work) if not exclusively
(cat work) on spinal circuitry.
Predictive feedforward adaptations require cerebellar control
We have shown that step length and double support time during
splitbelt walking are adapted with practice and the changes persist
beyond the adaptation period. This adaptation is predictive in
nature, depending on previous experience for its formation. Our
subjects with cerebellar damage had reduced and sometimes absent adaptation of these walking parameters. Thus, the cerebellum seems to be more critical for this type of step-by-step adaptation. Decerebrate cats have been reported to maintain the
capability for this type of locomotor adaptability (Yanagihara et
al., 1993), indicating that cerebral cortical structures are not essential for the adaptation. Rather, evidence points to the role of
the cerebellum in the splitbelt adaptive process. For example,
Purkinje cell complex spike rates in the cerebellum increase dramatically during the initial period of exposure to the splitbelt
treadmill (Yanagihara and Udo, 1994). And nitric oxide depriva-
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tion, which is thought to play a role in long-term depression,
abolishes the adaptive behavior altogether in these cats (Yanagihara and Kondo, 1996). Thus, it appears that the cerebellum is
critical for the adaptation of double support and step length patterns during splitbelt treadmill locomotion in quadrupeds and in
humans. These specific walking parameters may be driven to
adapt because their symmetry is critical for a smooth and stable
locomotor pattern (Matsukawa et al., 1982; Yanagihara et al.,
1993).
The current study cannot provide direct evidence for which
cerebellar regions are most critical for the feedforward predictive
adaptations. However, the comparison between cerebellar subjects with different levels of limb versus gait ataxia suggests that
cerebellar regions controlling posture and gait may play a more
important role in the control of feedforward gait adaptations
than regions controlling voluntary limb movements. Other evidence from studies of humans (Dichgans and Diener, 1985) and
monkeys (Sprague and Chambers, 1953; Chambers and Sprague,
1955a,b; Thach et al., 1992) indicates that the cerebellar regions
most important for control of posture and locomotion are the
midline vermis and fastigial nuclei.
Cerebellar locomotor adaptations
The current findings support the hypothesis that the cerebellum
helps predict appropriate limb movements based on a stored
internal representation (Maschke et al., 2004; Smith and Shadmehr, 2005) of, in this case, the desired interlimb relationship.
Error information from sensorimotor feedback is presumed to
drive alterations of and continuously update this representation
(Ito, 1989, 2000; Kawato and Gomi, 1992; Imamizu et al., 2000).
In the cat, mossy fiber projections from dorsal or ventral spinocerebellar tracts provide the cerebellum with the necessary feedback in several forms, including proprioceptive primary afferents
(Lundberg and Oscarsson, 1956; Lundberg and Winsbury, 1960;
Eccles et al., 1961) and information integrated across multiple
joints of the leg, which may formulate an estimate of the foot
endpoint location (Bosco and Poppele, 1997; Bosco et al., 2000).
Some feedback is also integrated across both hindlimbs to provide a single cerebellar hemisphere with bilateral limb orientation
information, which could be critical for adapting interlimb coordination (Poppele et al., 2003). Several studies have reported that
locomotor perturbations cause climbing fiber discharge rates to
increase (Andersson and Armstrong, 1987; Lou and Bloedel,
1992; Yanagihara and Udo, 1994), suggesting that these fibers
may provide some sort of error or event signal to the cerebellum
(Ito, 1989, 2000; Kawato and Gomi, 1992; Imamizu et al., 2000).
During splitbelt locomotion, climbing fibers may signal the occurrence of a destabilizing event, for example, the leg on the faster
belt being propelled backward sooner than anticipated, which
could be perceived by the nervous system as a slip. Through the
adaptive process, however, adjustments in the spatiotemporal
relationship between the legs reduce the instability and the error,
and critical components of interlimb symmetry are restored.
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